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Message from
the Dean

IN THIS EDITION

The Business School continues to flourish. Our student numbers
have now increased to just over 350 and we have had further
successes in key league tables. The University has come 16th out of
120 institutions in The Guardian’s 2013 league table and this is the
first time Buckingham has been placed in The Guardian’s main
league table (we previously appeared in their specialist tables).
In the Complete University Guide 2013, which used to be published
in The Independent, Buckingham was rated 55th. The Business
School came 34th in The Times and 28th in The Guardian’s subject
specialist tables.
With the introduction of tuition fees across the higher education
sector from September 2012, Buckingham’s undergraduate degree
will have one of the lowest home tuition fees of an English
university when you take into account our degrees only take two
years. Despite recent publicity, a first-class private university
education does not have to cost £18,000 a year. An example for
students commencing in January 2013 is:
Tuition Fees Tuition Fees inc of SLC
(£6,000 in 2012/13)
Year one
Year two
Total

£11,250*
£11,250*
£22,500*
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Buckingham
Enters The
Guardian
League Tables

£5,250*
£5,250*
£10,500*

* All fees are subject to annual increase. Bursaries are available for
UK/EU students where necessary.
Last year we held our first Business School annual dinner, with
guest speaker Dame Helen Alexander DBE, to celebrate our recent
successes and thank some of the many people who have
contributed to our development in recent years. Our second annual
dinner will take place on 26 October 2012 and Lady Judge will be our
guest of honour. Chairman Emeritus of the UK Atomic Energy
Authority, Chairman of the Pension Protection Fund and UK
Business Ambassador on behalf of UK Trade and Investment, she
has had a distinguished career in both Britain and America. We are
looking forward to hearing her speak on the subject of “Nuclear
energy – after Fukushima – policies, practices and predicaments”.

Hoping you are all having a fabulous summer.
Dr Jane Tapsell
Dean, Buckingham Business School

www.buckingham.ac.uk/business/
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Buckingham has come 16th out of 120 institutions in The
Guardian’s 2013 league table. This is the first time the University
of Buckingham has been placed in The Guardian’s main league
table and it has happened because the university is now big
enough in the five subject areas (English, Economics, Psychology,
Law, and Business).
Dean Dr Jane Tapsell is delighted that the Business School has
taken 28th position in the subject specialist table, ahead of
Newcastle, Oxford Brookes and UEA. “This shows the huge level
of commitment in the Business School; whilst our students
numbers have been growing significantly the staff have worked
extremely hard to ensure they maintain the ethos of the
University. Students are very satisfied with their courses, the
level of teaching and the level of feedback."
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Professor Alistair Alcock added “We’re
delighted to have entered the main Guardian University Guide
league table. Our 16th position overall reflects Buckingham’s
commitment to providing high quality teaching with small class
sizes and close personal attention.”

Lord Young
visits the
University

Buckingham
Student offered
place at Richard
Ivey Business
School

Lord Young of Graffham visited the University of Buckingham on
18th July 2012, as a result of Nigel Adams’ contribution to the BBC
Radio 4 “You and Yours” phone-in programme in May 2012. They
were both talking about the UK Government’s new Start-up
Business Loan Scheme for young people.

Business School student Jil Maassen recently landed a
place on an International Masters course at the
prestigious Richard Ivey Business School in Canada. She
explained, "At the beginning of the year I started to
consider my life after Buckingham. Having looked at
many options, I decided on a Master of Science in the area
of management. I chose this programme as I was looking
for participation in the CEMS MIM programme (CEMS is a
“global alliance of academic and corporate institutions
dedicated to educating and preparing future generations
of international business leaders”). Richard Ivey is a
highly selective Canadian University with a very
international student spectrum. Looking at the entry
requirements, it seemed very daunting and unachievable
to be accepted. However, I decided to give it a try as I did
not want to regret not trying. Not only high grades but
also motivation was necessary to make a positive
impression on the admission board. Of course, this
required commitment and hard work but the advantages
it will provide me in my future outweigh the initial effort.
The goal of the Ivey MSc/CEMS MIM programme in
international management is to create the leaders of
tomorrow through critical, creative thinking and
informed decision-making. It is a very practical
programme which is taught through hands-on experience
in consulting-based international business projects,
internships around the world and international exchanges. For example, in the 16 months of my Masters I
will be studying in a different country every term,
including Canada, India, Spain and Hong Kong. Even
though it was a lot of work and took a lot of courage and
ambition, I am very glad about my decision and look
forward to a new experience."

Lord Young living up to
his name at the
“Start-up Career Milk
Round”

As both Lord Young and Nigel use Twitter, they exchanged
“Tweets” and Lord Young kindly accepted a formal invitation to
visit the University of Buckingham to meet BSc Business
Enterprise (BBE) students and to open a “Start-up Career Milk
Round” event, which Buckingham Business Enterprise Student
Society were running, in liaison with NACUE and Enternships Ltd:
http://www.startupmilkround.com/.

In wishing Jil success in her new MSc programme,
Andreas Schroeder, one of her referees, highlighted to the
Newsletter that with
great effort and
application all
Buckingham
students can create
great opportunities
for themselves.

Lord Young’s visit also included a tour of the university,
presentations about the BBE programme by Nigel Adams and
current BBE students talking with him about the businesses they
are running as part of their honours degree programme. After
opening the “Start-up Career Milk Round” and talking with small
companies and students looking for employment or internships,
Lord Young had lunch with senior members of the university’s
staff and representatives of BBE and the Business Enterprise
Society before returning to London.
Not only was Lord Young’s visit a great success, but also the
“Start-up Career Milk Round” resulted in at least one Buckingham
student being appointed to a job. Well done to Kristian MacKie
and Afshin Dastmalchi of the Buckingham Business Enterprise
Society for arranging an excellent event.
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Facility Developments
Come On Stream

Canadian
Professor
presents
research on the
IT productivity
paradox

Radcliffe Centre open for Business
During the year a number of improvements in learning space
have taken place for Business students. The refurbishment of the
Radcliffe Centre was completed in March giving the University a
much needed new lecture facility. Complete with new raked
seating, under-floor heating, new lighting and sound system the
University is proud to have the up-to-date lecture theatre, which
can also be used by students and community alike, as a concert
venue.
Former student Polly Richards (see Introducing…) was amazed
when she was shown the
upgraded lecture theatre,
“it looks like a real lecture
theatre, I couldn’t believe
it was the same building,
so comfortable, and light
and airy. Students will be
able to see their notes
now!”

Professor Benoit Aubert of HEC Montreal presented his
latest research on the link between organizational IT
spending and productivity increase to Business School
staff and students in April. A wide range of studies and
anecdotal evidence have shown that it is very difficult to
foresee to what extent IT spending will impact firm productivity (the IT productivity paradox). Based on data
from Canadian and New Zealand companies Prof Aubert
was able to show how the IT spending by itself has little
impact if it was not accompanied by training and
staff-development. His findings provide an important
new approach for understanding the IT productivity
paradox and suggest that firms should consider their IT
investments in the context of developing wider
organizational capabilities.

The new Centre is
already in use by
students, staff; and for
Buckingham residents
a new venue for plays,
musical events,
debates and
exhibitions.

Prof Aubert’s presentation was of particular interest to
our growing cohort of postgraduate students as he put an
emphasis on explaining the methods used for collecting
and analyzing his data. Student questions after his
presentation focused on practical advice on how to frame
research and identify research topics that are welcomed
by academic journals. The questions and discussions
showed that our students very much appreciate the
opportunity of listening to outside speakers. The
Business School is seeking to increase the number of
guest speakers in order to provide additional exposure to
its students, and increase its research collaborations with
other institutes.

New Study Areas in the
ADR Building
In another improvement project, quiet study areas (pods) have
been installed into the ADR Building so that students can either
work individually, or as a small group on their studies. (see
photo) Students have welcomed these facilities, especially when
they have been preparing for group presentations, “It’s a quiet
area that allows us to practice away from other distractions.”

Prof. Benoit Aubert (photo courtesy of http://www.hec.ca)
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MSc Lean Enterprise
arrives in Buckingham

MSc Finance &
Investment –

In January 2013 a new Executive Masters programme will begin in
Buckingham: The MSc in Lean Enterprise.

Now with a September Entry Point
Dr Gurcharan Singh, Programme Director writes - It is almost a
year since Buckingham University launched its MSc in Finance
and Investment. An amazing number of applicants from diverse
regions of the world signed up for the first intake. Students come
from Canada, Germany, Kazakhstan, Russia, Nigeria, China, the
Caribbean region, UAE, Belgium, Pakistan, UK, Vietnam, Kenyan
and Tanzania.

Programme Director Kate Mackle is pleased to be introducing the
programme to Buckingham explaining, ” ‘Lean’ is about
improved flow-based operations. It uses a systems approach to
improve efficiency and effectiveness. Lean has been strongly
influenced by the Toyota Production System, and is now widely
found in manufacturing, service, healthcare, IT, banking and
construction. Indeed a number of UK universities have begun to
implement 'Lean University' concepts aimed at improved
efficiency.”

With a total number of twenty-nine students this year on the
Accounting-Finance and Finance-Investment programmes, the
Business School has embarked on introducing an additional
entry point (September as well as January intake). “This will
provide further opportunities to become a part of this
internationally recognised Business School postgraduate degree”,
Dr Singh announced.

“The programme team all have international reputations in the
area of Lean management. Whilst they are practicing
professionals themselves, some will take up part-time lecturing
posts at Buckingham.”

As part of the organic and strategic growth mission of these
programmes in the Business School, a variety of additional
support systems are currently being developed with the aim of
ensuring continuing recognition and international acceptance of
the programme.

The programme uses an interesting framework with over half the
modules being held on-site at manufacturing and service
organisations. The on-site modules enable practical hands-on
exercises as a crucial part of the learning experience. The MSc
students visit a number of other ‘good practice’ locations too. In
support of the distributed course delivery extensive use is made
of electronic media.

Already in the pipeline is a new academic research centre; this is
in addition to the lecture series presented by visiting academics
to Buckingham. Singh emphasises “This transformative activity is
being introduced to provide continued academic excellence and a
sound learning experience to all graduates of Buckingham
University.”
Further information on the programme is available on the
website and the programme director is happy to answer any
queries from all potential students who are keen on embarking
on this forward-looking programme.
Contact address: lyn.hartin@buckingham.ac.uk

Kate Mackle highlighted “Previous experience on similar
programmes has shown them to be very popuar, usually
over-subscribed.” If you are interested he would be pleased to
hear from you soon.
Contact address: lyn.hartin@buckingham.ac.uk

Automotive Management Programmes run in Moscow
The Centre for Automotive Management (CAM) is spreading its wings and in March 2012 delivered a two day Masterclass on
International Automotive Logistics with the Higher School of Economics (HSE) at the National Research University in Moscow. The
Masterclass, presented by Professor Viktor Sergeev from the HSE and Professor Peter Cooke, from Buckingham and David Cardle, a
Visiting Fellow at Buckingham, was attended by over 150 academics, national and regional government officials as well as senior
executives from the automotive industries in Russia.
Buckingham and HSE in Moscow signed a Memorandum of Understanding in December 2011, and this is the first programme to be
delivered.
“The plan”, says Professor Cooke, “is that Buckingham will deliver a range of highly practical automotive management
programmes in Moscow and further afield in Russia. We forget that Russia is the second largest vehicle market in Europe. Given
the geographic spread and diversity of the Russian industry this will be a real challenge.”
The plan is that HSE in Moscow will market the programmes and arrange facilities and a Buckingham team will deliver the
programmes. There is already talk these programmes may be delivered in a number of different locations across Russia. David
Cardle, the driving force behind the programme development, commented “The Russian automotive industries are developing
rapidly but the demand is for practical management training. Buckingham has a unique programme and range of automotive
experience in its CAM faculty.”
“The first Moscow Masterclass was a special experience” notes Cooke “although we had consecutive translation provided from
English into Russian, I think most of the audience had a fair command of English. We were asked a lot of searching but positive
questions and it will be exciting to start the main programmes.”
“As well as delivering programmes in Moscow, we anticipate groups of executives from the Russian motor industry, led by
Professor Sergeev, visiting the United Kingdom to see how we manage the industry here” suggests Cooke “the UK motor industry
and its associated logistics activities are probably the most sophisticated in Europe.”
An extra dimension to their Moscow trip was continuous snowfall – the team hope the weather will be better when the main
programmes are launched later this year.
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2012 Cultural Fairs
On the 16th and 17th of May two cultural fairs were organised by undergraduate and postgraduate students in the Business
School as part of their Cross Cultural Management and Managing People Across Cultures courses. Students were asked to
showcase a chosen country's culture with food, artifacts and music.
Both the fairs were huge successes with a wide range of countries being showcased. The different cultures that were
represented are shown in the map below:

Lebanon, Saudi Arabia

Spain, Germany

Japan
Mexico

Preparing coffee, Saudi Arabian style
(Jil Massen and Amada Bruden)

Course leader Deba Bardhan-Correia said
“At the end of the day we all took home
warm memories of the event and these
will remain with me and the students in
our memories every time we think of
managing across cultures. If you have
taken part in this course and found this
useful in your work life then we would like
to hear from you. I invite you to return to
Buckingham to share your experiences
with us as we navigate through the
wonders of a multicultural world.”

Australia

The visitors to the fair (and there were many!) were told about life in this
colourful selection of countries. It was all about learning and seeing key
aspects of these chosen cultures. From the Chinese dragon, the Japanese
Koi fish, the Italian love for fashion, the ’Aussies’ love of sports, to the
Saudi Arabian and Lebanese hospitality; we saw it all and felt it all. It was
a truly memorable event and students were proudly showing off their
chosen cultural heritage. Presentations were held in front of the stalls, to
inform the visitors about the different cultures.

Cross culture students in their costumes
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CAM Student Wins Excellence Award
Rochelle Illingworth, Aftersales Manager at JCT600 Brooklands Aston Martin, writes “Two years ago JCT600 gave me the
opportunity to complete the Professional Certificate in
Automotive Management at the University of Buckingham.
This programme gave me an insight into the Global Automotive
Industry and the challenges we face in these difficult economic
times. With the guidance and support of Professor Peter Cooke
and John Foster I completed modules on Management and
Leadership, Strategy & Implementation, and Customer Service.
From this I was able to assess and review our Aftersales business
and implement new ideas which helped JCT600 Aston Martin
Aftersales to grow despite the recession.
During the Aston Martin Dealer Conference this July I was
extremely proud to receive the Aftersales Excellence Award on
behalf of the Aftersales Team at JCT600 Brooklands. This
prestigious award is presented annually to the Top Dealership in
the country for demonstrating outstanding Customer Service as
well as passion and commitment to the Aston Martin brand and
its values. It was the knowledge and experience the Buckingham
Automotive Management programme has given me which
helped me to grow as a manager and has contributed to the
success of my Department during the last two years. The whole
team are extremely proud to be chosen out of all the Aston
Martin dealerships in the UK to receive this award - we now need
to continue working hard to retain it next year!”

Rochelle Illingworth with the Excellence Award
and two of her team at JCT600 Brooklands

the balance of influences vary both with circumstance and time.
The paper proposes the holistic framework as a basis for further
research.

Research in Action - Briefs

In June 2012 Nigel Adams (BBE Programme Director) attended the
first Venture Creation Programme Entrepreneurial Learning
Forum at Chalmers University in Gothenburg, Sweden. See
http://vcplist.com/elf#comment-318 for more details of this
research oriented event.

As part of the conference Swedish researchers confirmed that the
University of Buckingham was the first of only three universities
in the world to offer this type of programme at undergraduate
level. In addition to Buckingham, the other two undergraduate
programmes are in the - at Coventry and Huddersfield Universities.

Dr Andreas Schroeder nominated for Best Paper award. At the recent
European Conference of Information Systems (ECIS) in Barcelona
(June 2012) a paper by Dr Andreas Schroeder from the Business
School and his Hong Kong colleagues Dr Joy He and Dr Yulin Fang
was nominated for the Best Paper Award. This is an important
recognition of the research efforts of the team - especially since
the paper was one of only five that were nominated from the 300
papers presented at the prestigious international conference.
The paper investigates the collaboration of team members in
distributed project teams. The paper specifically explores the
mechanisms which allow team members to integrate their
expertise despite the difficulties geographically dispersed team
environments create. By drawing on the theory of Transactive
Memory Systems (TMS) the research proposes that the shared
cognitive structures and cognitive interdependence among the
team members have a significant impact on the team’s performance.

Nigel stated “Buckingham’s BBE programme was established in
January 2006 and has developed into a world-renowned
programme of its type, and is creating a great deal of interest
from enterprise educators around the world.”

He, J., Y. Fang & A. Schroeder, “Transactive memory systems,
knowledge integration, and team performance in geographically
dispersed teams”, European Conference on Information Systems
(ECIS), Barcelona, 2012.

Anne Hampton and James Rowell published their paper - Hampton
A S and Rowell J W (2012) “Cross-border Business Relationships:
Balancing Attitudes and Behaviour for Long-term Partnerships”
International Journal of Knowledge Culture and Change
Management, Common Ground Publishing LLC, USA. This paper,
previously presented in at San Pablo Univerisdad in Madrid in
2011, explores the existing literature on international business
relationship development in order to create a research framework.
It demonstrates the benefit of a holistic view, recognising that

Dr Ning Wu presented a paper at the British Academy of Management
Human Resources SIG Workshop (17-18 May 2012): The Influence of
Context in Shaping Human Resource Management, Cranfield
School of Management. The paper addresses the adoption of
high-performance work practices in small businesses: the
influence of market characteristics, firm structure and HR
expertise. Ning Wu (University of Buckingham), Nick Bacon (Cass
Business School), Kim Hoque (Birkbeck, University of London)

Venture Creation Programmes (VCPs) are ‘hands-on’ types of
entrepreneurship education, where the students learn to be
entrepreneurial by doing it in real-life – by starting a real venture
as part of their education. This pedagogy can be quite beneficial
for both the individual and society, but so far is rare in university
education at undergraduate level. See http://vcplist.com/about-vcps
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Introducing…
dance4life programme since leaving university, which delivers
schools workshops, nationally, to educate about HIV/AIDS, using
dance, media and music.
Outside of work? “I like all types of dance, something I have loved
since childhood, and was greatly involved in Cheerleading whilst
at University. I also love going to the theatre and socialising.”
Rebecca is enjoying working at Buckingham, she says “It’s a team
of great people in the Business School, and I’m learning more
about the university and it internationally diverse students.”

Dr Robin Burrow
Robin joined the Business
School as Lecturer in
Management and
Organisational Behaviour; he
has also picked up the role of
Deputy Programme Director for
Business and Management
working alongside Eddie
Shoesmith and Thomai Filippeli.
He gained his first degree at the
University of the West of
England, Bristol – BA(Hons) Business Administration with
Information Systems; then on to the University of Warwick,
Business School – MA Organisation Studies, and subsequently a
PhD in Organization Studies.

Polly Richards
Polly graduated from the
University of Buckingham last
September with a First in
Business and Management.
With some time before she
takes up her place as on the
business management graduate
scheme with BT in London in
September, she is back in the
Business School. In her
temporary role of marketing and
administration assistant, she is starting to see the ‘other side’ of
the department. Polly says ” I’m happy to be back at the Business
School and enjoying catching up with all the staff.” In her spare
time Polly loves to run, play sports and read.

He runs a program of research that is orientated toward bridging
the gap between Social Studies of Work and Organization, and
work practice. Currently this involves a lot of different projects,
but specifically working with Professor Davide Nicolini at the
University of Warwick developing methods associated with
‘reflexive practice’ – exploring the practice of work through
guided video-mediated discussions. Robin states “We are
demonstrating the value of this approach, mainly in a health care
setting, but at the beginning of the year I started working with
the International Centre for Transitional Justice, based in New
York, to use these same methods to run more effective political
negotiations in complex and difficult circumstances.”
His impression of the Business School is that as a small
University it is totally dedicated to its students. “I’m impressed
by the commitment staff have to their students, and their
willingness to do everything they can to help. I’m keen to bring
my own distinctive academic training to bear on the modules
that are taught here.”
Robin says “When I’m not talking or writing, I’m cycling.”

...and
leaving us

Rebecca Brown
Rebecca Brown is currently
working with Lyn Hartin in
Admissions in the Business
School, having previously
completed her Bachelor Degree
at the University of East Anglia
(UEA), reading Environmental
Geography and International
Development.
At the same time she is also
working at Restless Development, a youth-led international
development agency in London. Because of her academic study
and experiences in India, Tanzania, Kenya and South Africa, she
has been working towards a career in the non-profit/charity
sector. Her specific interests are in educating, empowering and
engaging young people in international development issues. She
has been particularly interested in Sexual Health and HIV/AIDS
issues, having studied the impact of HIV on patient’s families in
her undergraduate dissertation. She is also involved in the

Helen Miller
Helen Joined the Business
School in an administrative
role just over a year ago
(See Newsletter January
2012). Now she has
decided to move to the
capital and has landed
a post at the London
School of Economics
(LSE).
A farewell including
champagne,
strawberries and
some tears sent her on
her way to her new career.
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